
I-SMART Goal 2
Scenario-based Tasks

Chapter 5: What We Learned 
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1. Introduction
2. Testlet co-design
3. Testlet prototype walkthrough
4. Think-aloud study
5. What we learned
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Overview of Chapters



I-SMART Goal 2
Design, develop, and evaluate learning map model-based assessments that 
incorporate science disciplinary content and science and engineering practices 
in highly engaging, universally designed, technology-delivered formats.
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• Co-design and evaluate testlets for “secondary population" students
• Scenario-based tasks to evaluate range of depth of knowledge (DOK)
• Deeper application of UDL principles
• Greater emphasis on formative use of instructionally embedded testlets

Focus of This Study



What We Learned
• Design process
• Student interaction and engagement
• Study design
• Supporting formative assessment
• Use in balanced assessment solutions
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Key Takeaways
• Student engagement

• We learned what task 
components engage student in 
demonstrating their KSAs (and 
guess what, it’s not reading!)

• Paper prototyping
• Allowed for rapid iterations
• Allowed all students to engage in 

process around the table
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Key Takeaways
• Do students understand how to interact with new item types? (RQ1)

• Most students clear on what to do and used interfaces skillfully
• Co-design helped ensure usability

• Did students make effective explicit choices? (RQ2)
• "I like projects where you can choose what you want to do and not be forced to do 

something that you wouldn't want to do."
• “People might know about this one ecosystem but other people might not know or not be 

interested in the other one as much."
• Students loved it, but would it make a difference?
• Novelty effect of explicit choice?
• Additional cognitive load?
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Key Takeaways
• Did students make effective implicit choices? (RQ2)

• Text-to-speech
• Speech-to-text
• Hints
• Glossary
• Use of Pros & Cons Clipboard

How do we address students’ varying
metacognitive and self-regulated learning skills?
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• Purposeful & motivated
• Resourceful & knowledgeable
• Strategic & goal-oriented
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Expert Learners



Recommendations
• Training and opportunity to use tools instructionally essential for 

effective use

• Serial presentation of options, e.g., Pros and Cons Clipboard

• Finer-grain corrective feedback to minimize perseverative guessing

• Deeper embedded supports, e.g., dealing with double and triple 
negatives

• Explicate relevance of hints e.g., construct-relevant supports vs. task 
clarification
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Study Design
• Students need more time to learn the support tools!

• Think-aloud protocol worked well but is limited when students provided 
with radically new task designs

• Longer post-think-aloud interviews would have helped uncover more 
details e.g., students’ limited use of hints
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Behavior and Interaction Patterns 
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Key Takeaways
• Research Question 3: Does task assess a range of DOKs? 

• Opportunity for students to demonstrate basic and/or higher DOKs 
• Next question

• How to support educators and students in using student data effectively to 
inform subsequent instruction
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Basic vs. Higher-Order DOKs
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Behavior and Interaction Patterns 

Storyboard: The iguanas and orchids 
will floush and birds will peris 

Pros & cons: you should protect the 
sharks becuase they mit get hurt 
couse they mit hurt people

Pros & cons: The coyotes regulate 
the population of its prey. Without 
the coyotes the ecosystem would be 
less balanced.

Food web: There would be less 
squirrels to regulate the population 
of dandelions.

Storyboard: The snakes might 
overpopulate the ecosystem.
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Concerns for Summative Use 
• Task comparability vs. reduction of construct-irrelevant variance

• Psychometric implications of immediate feedback

• Psychometric implications of choice

• Construct relevance of hints and glossary

• “Training wheels off” mode

• Cost-benefit analysis

• Items are expensive to develop, administer, score

• But if they also have instructional value …
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Final Thoughts
• Importance of providing learner agency in the assessment process

• Challenge of reducing “deep” sources of construct-irrelevant variance
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